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ACTIONS OF LOOP GROUPS ON HARMONIC MAPS
M. J. BERGVELTAND M. A. GUEST
Abstract.
We describe a general framework in which subgroups of the loop
group AG/„C act on the space of harmonic maps from S to GlnC. This represents a simplification of the action considered by Zakharov-Mikhailov-Shabat
[ZM, ZS] in that we take the contour for the Riemann-Hilbert problem to be
a union of circles; however, it reduces the basic ingredient to the well-known
Birkhoff decomposition of AG/nC, and this facilitates a rigorous treatment.
We give various concrete examples of the action, and use these to investigate a
suggestion of Uhlenbeck [Uh] that a limiting version of such an action ("completion") gives rise to her fundamental process of "adding a uniton". It turns out
that this does not occur, because completion preserves the energy of harmonic
maps. However, in the special case of harmonic maps from S to complex projective space, we describe a modification of this completion procedure which
does indeed reproduce "adding a uniton".

One aspect of the theory of symmetry groups for differential equations is
the idea of "proliferation of solutions". By this is meant that, starting with
an obvious solution, application of symmetries can lead to further (perhaps less
obvious) solutions. In this paper we shall apply the general framework described
by Zakharov et al. [ZM, ZS] to the harmonic map equation (the principal chiral
or sigma model of mathematical physics).
To put this into a wider context, we recall that a fundamental discovery in
the study of the Korteweg-de Vries and related equations was that the space of
solutions admits a certain infinite-dimensional symmetry group. Historically,
the first manifestation of this (via Noether's theorem) was the appearance of
infinitely many conservation laws. Later this led to an elegant algebraic description of solutions of the equation as the points of an orbit of a representation
of an infinite-dimensional group. (See, for example, [Wi] for a brief description of some of these ideas.) The existence of previously unnoticed symmetries
("hidden symmetries") for other equations became an interesting possibility,
and attempts have been made (so far with much less success than in the case
of the KdV equation) to unearth them. One such example is the harmonic
map equation for maps from a surface D into a compact Lie group G (or
homogeneous space G/H).
The basic observation [Po, Uh, ZM, ZS] which introduces an infinite-dimensional group is that harmonic maps from D to G correspond to certain
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holomorphic maps from D to the based loop group QC7. By definition, QG
is the infinite-dimensional Lie group consisting of all smooth maps from the
circle Sx (the unit complex numbers) into G which send 1 to the identity element of G. Given the reformulation of the harmonic map equation in terms of
ßG-valued maps, it is hardly surprising that the loop group QG can be made
to act on the space of harmonic maps. However, it is not the naive "translation" action which is of interest, but a more complicated procedure involving
an identification of QG with a homogeneous space of the group of loops in the
complexified group Gc.
The action was introduced in general terms in [ZM, ZS], via the classical
Riemann-Hilbert problem. The physics literature is extensive, and deals mainly
with the infinitesimal action of the Lie algebra of QG (essentially the associated
affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra) on the hypothetical tangent space to the space
of harmonic maps. See, for example, [AJS, JS] and the references therein.
From the point of view of analysis and harmonic maps, Uhlenbeck's paper [Uh]
contains the first mathematical treatment of the group action. This, together
with [ZM, ZS], provided the motivation for the present article. Our intention
was, first, to set up the action in as elementary a way as possible, emphasizing
the loop group and its so-called Birkhoff decomposition as the basic tool. This
has the advantage that the Birkhoff factorization is widely known and easy
to describe, and so we avoid a tiresome excursion into the delicate theory of
the general Riemann-Hilbert problem. The Birkhoff decomposition is the link
between the formal algebraic approach of the physicists and the contour integral
approach of [Uh, ZM, ZS]. Second, we aimed to apply this theory to some
concrete examples.
In §§1-5 we set up a general theory for "dressing pseudo-actions" on harmonic
maps, which includes essentially all the known situations. We prove that the
action preserves energy of harmonic maps on the two-sphere (Propositions 3.3,
4.5). By a result of Atiyah and Donaldson (see §6) this forces immediately the
"collapsing" of the orbits to finite dimensions, a phenomenon which has been
observed for different reasons by other authors (e.g. [AJS, Uh]). We also relate
the rather complicated formula for the action to the much simpler operation of
left multiplication (Theorem 5.3).
The main applications are given in §§6 and 7. We give a number of examples,
based on the only example which was previously known, namely Theorem 5.3 of
[Uh]. Part of the difficulty in constructing examples is the highly discontinuous
nature of the action. In §6, motivated again by Uhlenbeck's example, we define
a procedure of "completion", in which this discontinuity is exploited to enlarge
orbits of the action. In §7, we investigate a suggestion of [Uh] that this sort
of completion reproduces the fundamental procedure of "adding a uniton".
Unfortunately the results (see Proposition 7.4 and Example 7.5) are negative:
unitons cannot be added this way.
For the special example of harmonic maps from S to CPn , we are able to
describe explicitly all operations produced by the completion procedure. The
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classification of harmonic maps in this case is relatively straightforward (see
[EL]). Using these results we show that a modification of the completion procedure of §6 does in fact allow us to "reduce" a general harmonic map to a constant
map, thereby exhibiting a connection between the dressing pseudo-action and
adding a uniton (Theorem 7.7).
It will be clear that this paper owes much to the stimulating articles [Uh,
ZM, ZS]. We have had very helpful discussions with Y. Ohnita. This work
began when both authors enjoyed the hospitality of the Max-Planck-Institut
für Mathematik, and the second author gladly acknowledges the support of the
Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung during this period.

1. Harmonic maps and extended

solutions

Let D be a connected and simply connected region of C U co = S . We use
z as a local coordinate on D, dz denotes the corresponding 1-form on D,
and Z is the dual vector field. A map <f>:D —>GlnC is harmonic if and only
if it satisfies the equation

Z • (Z • #_1) + Z ■(Z ■#_1) = 0,
where Z • (f>denotes the directional derivative d<f>/dz of the matrix-valued
function <f>.For computational purposes it is useful to observe that Z-<j>= Z(j>4>Z as operators on C"-valued functions, i.e., if v: D -> Cn then
(Z • 4>)v = Z • (<f>v)- 4>(Z • v). For example, the harmonic map equation
may be written in the expanded form

4>Z(j)~xz
+ 4>z<fxz= z<$z<fx+ Z(j)Z(fx.
For background information on this formulation of the harmonic map equation
we refer to §4 of [Gu2].
Let
AG/„C = {y: Sx -> Gl„C \ y smooth},
and

QGlnC= {yeAGlnC\y(l) = I}.
These are called the free loop group and the based loop group (of GlnC ), respectively. We consider Sx as {k e C | |A| = 1}. A map <J>:D -> ÇlGlnC is
called (following [Uh]) an extended solution if and only if it satisfies a "linear
system" of the form

Z-<D<D_1= {2(l-l/k)A,

Z-OO"1 = \(l-k)B

for some (smooth) A, B: D —►
g(nC.
Proposition 1.1. (1) If <P is an extended solution, then the map <f)defined by
4>(z)= <P(z)(-l) is harmonic.
(2) If 4> is a harmonic map, and g e ÇlGln<£, then there exists a unique
extended solution <I>with the properties (a) <f>(z)= <b(z)(-l) and(b) <!>(*)= g,
where * is some fixed basepoint of D.
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Proof. ( 1) Multiplying the linear system on the right by O and then differentiat-

ing, we_obtain(1 - l/k)Z• (A<&)_
= 2Z■(Z-4>) = 2Z• (Z<D) = (1 -k)Z• (5<D).
Now, Z • (A<&)= Z ■A® + AZ ■<P= Z-A® + ±(1 - k)AB<&and similarly
Z • (5<P) = Z • 5<D+ ^(1 - 1/A)5^<I>. Substituting, and equating to zero the
coefficient of each power of k, we obtain the three equations

Z-A-Z-B
+ [A,B] = 0,
2Z • B = [A, B],
2Z-A = [B,A].
Adding the last two gives the harmonic map equation Z-,4 + Z-7? = 0,as
required.
(2) Consider the family of glnC-valued complex 1-forms on D defined by

cox= 1(1 - l/k)Z-</*fxdz + {(I - k)Z • </xfxdz
parametrized by complex numbers k. Let A = Z-(jx/)~x, B = Z-<jxj)~x.Observe
that dcox - j[cox A cox] = (cox/k + co2+ kco3)dz A dz , where cox = Z ■A/2 +

[A,B]/4,

co2= -Z-A/2 + Z-B/2-[A,B]/2,and

co3= -Z-B/2 + [A, B]/4.

As <j) is harmonic, we have Z • A + Z • B = 0. We also have the equation
Z-A-Z-B
+ [A,B] = 0. (This is seen to be an identity on substituting the
definitions of A, B ; alternatively one may recognize it as the Maurer-Cartan
equation.) It follows that cox= co2= co3= 0 (cf. the proof of part (1)). Thus
the 1-form cox defines a flat connection on D x GlnC. Since D is simply
connected, we may write cox = ûfO^O^1 for some Oa: D —>GlnC (" cox is
gauge equivalent to the trivial connection"). The proof is completed by defining
<&(z)(k) = Q>i(z); condition (a) is immediate, and since O is only defined up
to right translation, we may choose it so that condition (b) is satisfied. Since
cox = 0, 0(z)(l)
is constant, hence it is equal to 0(*)(1) = g (I) = I. This
shows that <I>takes values in ÇlGlnC. G
Remarks. 1. If we take g to be the restriction of a GYnC-valuedfunction on a
subset U of C*, then <P(z) will also be defined on U (for all z e D), rather
than just on the unit circle. Moreover, 4>(z): U -» GlnC will be holomorphic
if g: U —>GlnC is holomorphic. An important example of this is the case

g = I (the identity loop); we obtain O(z): C* -+ GlnC for all z e D. Such an
extended solution (i.e., with <!>(*)= 7 ) will be called a based extended solution.
2. If O takes values in QUn (equivalently, if </>takes values in Un ), the
equations

Z-4><D-1= j(l-

l/k)A,

Z-OO"1 = ^(l-k)B

are equivalent. This situation will be referred to as "the real case". The
condition for i> to be real is 0(z)(A)* = <P(z)(A)-1, for all z e D and
for all k with \k\ = 1. For a based extended solution, this is equivalent to

<D(z)(l/I)* = 4>(z)(A)_1,for all zeD

and k e C*.

3. In the real case, an extended solution is in particular a holomorphic map
from D to QUn , if QUn is given the complex structure (see 8.9 of [PS]) for
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which Tx (P-Un is spanned by elements of the form Xk ', for X e fll„C, / >
0. This is because the equations for an extended solution <P imply immediately

that î70(Z)ç

TX0CiUn.

Example 1.2. For any map /: D -> Gri.(C,!) into the Grassmannian of kplanes in C", let n, : D —>gl^C be the map which assigns to z e D the matrix

of the orthogonal projection onto the k-plane f(z).

orthogonal projection onto f(z)

Similarly, let nAz)

be

. Then we obtain a map

</>
= nf -nf:

D -»• Un.

This map 4> is harmonic if and only if / is harmonic, since the embedding
X i-> nj¿ -nx is a totally geodesic embedding of Gr^C") into Un (see §4 of
[EL]). The harmonic map equation for <j>is
n rZn fZn r = n ,Zn rZn,,

where each of 7t,, n,, Z, Z are now considered as operators on C"-valued
functions (see [Gu2]). Now, / is a holomorphic map if and only if

n?Znf = 0.
Hence, if / is holomorphic, it is certainly harmonic. One checks easily that an
extended solution—not necessarily based—corresponding to <j>is
(*)

<b(z)(k) = nj(z)+knf(z).

Conversely, given any map /, if the map 3> defined by (*) is an extended solution, then / must be holomorphic. Similarly, antiholomorphic maps /:/)—»
Gr^C") (namely, those for which njZn, = 0) correspond to extended solutions <P(z)(A) = 7tf{z)+k~xnf^z).
We conclude this section with a remark on the energy functional, in the case
where D = S2.

Proposition 1.3. Let O: S -* Í2C7//¡Cbe an extended solution with associated
harmonic map <f>:S -» GlnC Then the (normalized) energy E(<f)) of 4> is

equal to the degree deg O of <P.

Proof. The energy is defined by E($) = fsi(Z ■</></>~x,
Z • <¡><¡TX)
= ¡si(A, B).
The degree is defined (up to sign) by deg <P = Í>*w[aS] e Z, where co is
a 2-form representing a generator of 77 Q,GlnC = Z. Now, we may take
co as co(f, g) = fst(f', g), where /, g: Sx -* flt„C, since this restricts to
the well-known generator of 77 QUn (see [PS]) and the restriction map is an
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isomorphism on 77 . Hence we have

deg<D= f co(DQ>(Z)<S>~X,
7)0(Z)0_1) = [ co(Z <M>~X,
Z -dxD"1)
is1

Js2

= [ [ ((Z-<D<D_1)',Z-<D<D_1)
Js2 Js'

=\LLm-rl)A),'{i-x)B)
= (constant) x / (A, B)
Js2
= (constant) x E(4>). G
Versions of some of the results in this section have appeared in [Po, Uh, Va,

ZM, ZS].
2. Dressing pseudo-actions
Let G be a group, and let Gx, G2 be two subgroups with Gx n G2 = {7}.
Then for any g e GXG2there is a unique factorization g = gxg2. With respect
to the choice of Gx, G2, the dressing pseudo-action of G on itself is a certain

map d: E -» G, where E is the subset E = {(g, h) \ hgh~~xe GXG2] of
G x G. It is defined by the formula

d(g, h) = g-h = (hgh~xyxxh = (hgh~x)2hg~x.
It may be checked that g ■(g ■h) = (gg) ■h whenever (g , h), (g, g •
h), (gg , h) e E, so that when E = G x G we have a genuine action. In
particular this is true when G = GXG2. The action thus obtained of G on
itself preserves the subgroup

Gx , on which it is given explicitly by

g-h = (hgh-xyxxh = (gh-xyxx

(heGx).

It is essentially the natural action of G on G/G2 = Gx .
We shall apply this to the group G = AGlnC. Let Aj, A2 be subgroups of
AGlnC with A, n A2 = {7}, such that the following additional properties hold:
(I) (Extension property) There exist open subsets £/. , U2 of S such that
UxU U2 = S , Uxn U2 2 Sx, and each y e A;. (i = 1, 2) is the restriction of a
holomorphic map U¡ -> G/WC.
(II) (Normalization property) A, C QGlnC.
The motivation for these properties is provided by the "Riemann-Hilbert
factorization problem" (see [Ro]). Roughly speaking, this problem asks for
a factorization of a map f: S —►
GlnC as f = fxf2, where /^ extends to
a holomorphic map on Ui (i = 1, 2). A factorization of this type, which
we shall describe in §3, was used in 1909 by Birkhoff to study singular points
of differential equations of the form dv/dz = A(z)v(z) (see 8.2 of [PS]).
He found that this equation could be brought to a simple form by making a
transformation A t-> YA . A more recent application of the method was to the
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study of the KdV equation and related equations (cf. [ZS, Wi]). The philosophy
here was different, in that the aim was to find explicit solutions of the equation.
By starting with a simple, or "bare" solution, a large class of solutions was
obtained by applying "dressing transformations". Our presentation here of the
method for the harmonic map equation was inspired by [ZM].
We shall show now how conditions (I) and (II) imply that the dressing pseudoaction on AGlnC actually preserves extended solutions.

Lemma 2.1. Let g e AGlnC and let <P:D -> AGlnC be a map such that O(z) =
g • O(z) is defined for all z e D. Let X be a vector field on an open subset of
D, and write X • <P<P~ = C. Then X • <PÍ>-x = C, where C is given in terms

ofC by

c = ex-icex+x-ex-iex

=xe2e2x +e2ce2x,

where 8 = Ogi>~ .
Proof. This is a routine verification using the product rule.

G

Lemma 2.2. Let C, C be as in Lemma 2.1. If for a fixed z e D, the matrixvalued function C(z) : Sx -> QlnC extends meromorphically to some open set U
containing Sx = {k \ \k\ = 1 }, then so does C(z). For each k e U, C(z) has
a pole of order k at k if and only if C(z) does.
Proof. We shall show first that C extends to Uf\Ux. By definition, 8, extends
to a holomorphic function on Ux, so the first expression for C in 2.1 (with
X = Z ) shows that C extends to U n Ux. If now C has a pole of order k
at ke U f)Ux, then (a) 8j-lZ • 8, is holomorphic at k, and (b) &X-IC@X
has a pole of order k at k. Hence C has a pole of order k at k. A similar
argument deals with U n U2, using the second expression for C in 2.1. G

Theorem 2.3. Let g e AGlnC and let <S>:
D -> QG/^C be an extended solution
such that O(z) = g ■O(z) is defined for all z in some open subset D of D.
Then Ô: D —►
QGlnC is an extended solution. Moreover, if <P is based and
g e A2, then O is based.

Proof. We have C = Z -OO- = ^(1 - l/k)A , which extends meromorphically
to the whole of S , having a simple pole at k = 0 and no other poles. Hence, by

2.1 and 2.2, C = (l/k)S+T for some S, T: D -> fll„C. Now the normalization
condition (II) above implies that 8,(z)(l)

= 7 for all z. Hence, by the first

formula for C in 2.1, we have C(z)(l) = C(z)(l) = 0 for all z. So S = -T
and Z -ÔÔ-1 is of the required form. A similar argument applies to Z -ÔO-1.
The statement concerning basepoints is immediate. G
From the point of view of harmonic maps, it is of interest to know to what
extent the pseudo-action preserves real extended solutions.
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Proposition 2.4. If g and <P in Theorem 2.3 are real, and if O takes valúes in

Ax, then g • O is also real.
Proof. It sufficesto show that if g e ÇlUn, h e QUnnAx, and hgh~x e A¡A2,

then g ■h e ÇlUn. Let k = hgh~x, so that g ■h = k~lh = k2hg~x. Then
since g, h are real we have (g ■h)(k)* = g(k)h(k)~xk2(k)* and (g • h)(k)~x =
g(k)h(kyxk2(k)~x. Now, g ■h e Ax (as h e Ax ), so we have just obtained
two decompositions of g(k)h(k)~x of the form fxf2 with fx e Ax, f2 e A2 .
As A, n A2 = {7} , these decompositions must coincide. Hence (g ■h)(k)* =
(g • h)(k)~ , so g-h (and ac2) are real. G
3. The Birkhoff

pseudo-action

We recall first the well-known "Birkhoff decomposition" of AGlnC (see 8.1.2
of [PS]). Let A be the subgroup of AGlnC consisting of homomorphisms from
S to the subgroup of diagonal matrices in GlnC. Thus, y e A if and only if
y(k) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal terms ka', ... , ka" for some integers
flj,...,

an. Let

A+ = {y e AGlnC \ y extends continuously

to a holomorphic map on \k\ < 1},
A_ = {y e AG/nC | y extends continuously

to a holomorphic map on |A| > 1},

and

A*_= {}'eA_|v(l)

= l}.

(By "extends continuously to a holomorphic map on \k\ < 1 " we mean "extends
to a continuous map on |A| < 1, which is holomorphic on \k\ < 1 ".)
Theorem 3.1. AGlnC = A_AA+ . Moreover, A_A+ is a dense open subspace
of the identity component of AGlnC, and the multiplication map A*_x A+ -»
AGlnC is a diffeomorphism onto this subspace. G

If y e AGlnC is considered as a clutching function for a holomorphic vector
bundle on S2, then the diagonal term in the factorization of y given by this
theorem determines the isomorphism class of the bundle (see 8.2 of [PS]). This
is a well-known observation of Grothendieck.

Definition 3.2. The Birkhoff pseudo-action of AGlnC on itself is defined by
g ■h = (hgh~l)\~xh = (hgh~x)2hg~x, where g, h e AGlnC, and where A¡ =
A*_, A2 = A+ .
Unfortunately this choice of A¡, A2 does not satisfy the extension property
(I) of §2, since the obvious candidates for £/,, U2 are open neighbodurhoods
of the two hemispheres, but a map y e A¡ does not necessarily extend to a
holomorphic map of U¡. However, it is easy to extend Lemma 2.2 to cover this
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situation (the proof of 2.2 shows that C extends to U n (S2 - Sx), but since C
is already defined on S = {k\\k\ = 1} , it is defined on Uf)S as well). Hence
Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 2.4 are also valid for the Birkhoff pseudo-action.
The extent to which this induces an action of AGlnC on extended solutions,
as opposed to just a pseudo-action, is governed by Theorem 2.3 (or, rather,
the generalization of Theorem 2.3 just mentioned). In general, it seems to
be difficult to tell whether the image of <Pg<P-1 lies in A,A2. However, if
g e AjA2, then <Pgi>-1(*) = g e A,A2 , so (Q>g<S>~xyx(AxA2)
is a nonempty
open subset D of D, and we are in the situation of Theorem 2.3. Moreover, the
complement of D is small in the sense that it has empty interior: this follows
from the fact that an extended solution is necessarily real analytic, and that the
complement of A,A2 is a real analytic submanifold of AGlJC. In addition,
we have the following important fact:
Proposition 3.3. Let <&:S -> Q.GlnC be an extended solution. Let g e AGlnC,
and assume that the extended solution g-O is defined on the whole of S . Then

deg g • <&= deg O.
Proof. The hypotheses imply that 8,-1 = (OgO-1)^1 is defined on the whole
of S2 , so deg g • O = deg 8, -1 + deg O. Note that n2A*_= 0 ; in fact A^_
is contractible, via the obvious homotopy which shrinks the domain from the
unit disc to the point 1. Hence deg 8, = 0 and so deg g • <P= deg <P. a

Hence (cf. Proposition 1.3), the Birkhoff pseudo-action of QGlnC on harmonic maps S -> GlnC preserves energy when it is defined.
It should be emphasized that if <P is real, there is no suggestion that g ■O
is real. In fact:
Proposition 3.4. If <P and g • <I>are both real, then they are equal.
Proof. We have g <S>
= (<l>g<!>~x)x~lQ>,
so (O^O-1)^' is also real, i.e., QUnvalued. But it is well known that A, n QUn = A*_n QUn consists only of the
identity loop (see 8.1.1 of [PS]), so (O^O-1)^1 = 7 and <P= g <P. G
Thus, the Birkhoff pseudo-action induces the trivial action amongst real based
extended solutions (and hence amongst harmonic maps D -> Un). For this
reason, we shall need to consider more general pseudo-actions.

4. Generalized

Birkhoff

pseudo-actions

The Birkhoff action of the previous section may be generalized by replacing
the equator {k \ \k\ = 1} by a finite collection of disjoint circles Cx, ... , Ck.
A version of this construction has been considered by Avan and Bellon in [AB]
and by Ohnita in unpublished work. We shall assume that each circle Ci is
oriented, so that it has an interior f and an exterior Ei, and furthermore that
(i) the interiors Ix, ... ,Ik of the circles are mutually disjoint, and
(ii) the exteriors Ex, ... , Ek all contain the equator.
Let 7 = 7, U • • • U Ik , E = Ex n • • • n Ek .
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Theorem 4.1. Let g = (gx, ... , gk) : C, U • • • U Ck -» GlnC be a smooth map.
Then there exist smooth maps gE, g1: C, U •• • U Ck -* GlnC and a diagonal homomorphism ô: Cx -* GlnC such that (1) g = gE(ô, 1, ... , l)g', and
(2) g ,g extend continuously to holomorphic maps G ,G of E, I respectively.
The proof will be given later. To say that ô is a diagonal homomorphism
of the circle Cx = [k\\ka\ = r] into GlnC means that S(k) is a diagonal
matrix, whose diagonal terms are powers of (k - a)/r.
The role of the loop space in §3 is now played by the product of loop spaces

AX'-'kGlnC = AXGlnCx • • • x AkGln£,

where AlGlnC = {y : Ci -> GlnC | y smooth} = AGlJC. We have subgroups
A£, A/ consisting of those elements of A '"" GlnC which extend continuously
to holomorphic maps of E, I respectively, and we define

A; = {yeA£|/(l)

= l}.

Then as in Theorem 3.1 we have a decomposition A1" " Gln£ = A£AA/, and
the multiplication map Aj x A; -» A1"" GlnC is a diffeomorphism onto the
dense open subset A£A, of a component of A .
G/^C.
Definition 4.2. The generalized Birkhoff pseudo-action of A1' ' GlnC on itself

is defined by g-h = (hgh~x)~xh = (hgh~x)¡hg~x, where g, h e Ax'"'kGlnC,
and where we write / —fEf¡ for the unique factorization of / e A^A7.
Theorem 4.1 and Definition 4.2 are natural generalizations of 3.1 and 3.2.
The following generalization of Theorem 2.3 is then obtained.

Theorem 4.3. Let Cx, ... , Ck be circles satisfying (i) and (ii) above. Let g e
Ax'""kGlnC, and let 4>: D -> QGlnC bean extended solution such that 0(z)(A)

is definedfor all k e C, U•■•UCk . If O(z) = g -O(z) is definedfor all z in some
open subset D of D, then <P: D —>ÇlGlnC is an extended solution. Moreover,

if O is based, and g e A¡, then <P is based.
Proof. This follows the proof of Theorem 2.3 and its generalization described
in §3. G

A based extended solution is defined for all k e C*. If the circles are such

that
(iii) 0, oo e I
then any based extended solution is defined on C, U ■• ■u Ck . Hence we have:
Corollary 4.4. If the circles Cx, ... , Ck satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii), then we have
a pseudo-action of A, on based extended solutions. G
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As with the Birkhoff pseudo-action, if g e AEAj, then (Og$>~ )~ (A£A7)
is a nonempty open subset D of D, so the situation of Theorem 4.3 is not
vaccuous.
Proposition 3.3 extends directly to generalized Birkhoff pseudo-actions:

Proposition 4.5. Let O: S -* QGlnC be an extended solution. Let g e
Ax'""kGlnC, and assume that the extended solution g • <P is defined on the

wholeof S . Then deg g ■<P= deg <P.
Proof. The proof of 3.3 must be modified as A^ is not contractible in general.
However, A7 has GlnC x ■■■ x GlnC (k factors) as a deformation retract,
hence 7r2A7= 0 and so we may apply the argument of 3.3 to the formula

The important new feature is that Proposition 3.4 does not necessarily carry
over to generalized Birkhoff pseudo-actions: we have potentially interesting actions on real extended solutions and hence on harmonic maps D —►
Un. To
explain this, we need some remarks on the appropriate reality conditions. Recall that an extended solution <P is real if and only if <P(z)(A) = 0(z)(A) ,

for all z e D and for all k with |A| = 1. If O is based (and hence defined for
all k e C* ), this reality condition is equivalent to <b(z)(l/k)* = 0(z)(A)_1, for
all z e D and for all k e C*. We shall deal only with based extended solutions
from now on in order to ensure that they are defined on the circles Cx, ... , Ck .
We shall say that a k-tuple g = (gx, ... , gk) e A1"" ' G/nC is real if and only

if it satisfies the condition g(l/k)* = g(k)~x for all k e C, u ••• u Ck . It is
implicitly assumed that the set Cx U ■■•U Ck is preserved by the transformation
k i-> l/k. If g = (gx, ... , gk) e Ax'""kGlnC is real, and if O is a based
real extended solution which takes values in A^ , then g • <P is also real by the
argument of Proposition 2.4. In the next section we shall examine one such
action.

Proof of Theorem 4.1.
Step 1 (the case k = 1). This is essentially the Birkhoff decomposition of §3,
except that the equator has been replaced by any circle C. It is well known that
there is a linear fractional transformation z >-*f(z) which takes the equator to
C and the hemisphere {k \ \k\ < 1} to the interior of C. Given a smooth map
g: C -» GlnC, we have a Birkhoff decomposition gf = g_ôg+. It is easily
verified that the required factorization of g is g = (g_f~X)(Sf~x)(g+f~x).

Step 2 (the case k = 2). Let g = (gx, g2) : Cx U C2 -> GlnC. We may consider
(1, g2) as defining a holomorphic vector bundle on Ex (see 8.10 of [PS]). Such
a bundle is necessarily holomorphically trivial, as Ex is a Stein manifold, so (by
Step 1) we have a factorization g2 = g2 g2 (with no "diagonal term"). Here,
El

El

g2 , g2 extend to holomorphic maps G2 , G2 of E, 72 respectively. So
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te, , g2) = (s,, i)(i, s2) = (g,, i)(i, ¿r2£)0,g22)
= (g2 , c?2£)((c?2£)_1c?1 , 1)(1 , g2) ■

We use the obvious convention here that (gE , 1) means (G2\c , 1), etc. Let
c* _i

us now write h = (g2)

gx. Performing a factorization of h with respect

to the circle Cx (by Step 1 again), we obtain h - h >ôh ' . So (h, 1) =
(hEl,hE')(ô,

l)il,

ihEl)~l)ihl1,

l). Hence we have

(g, > ¿?2)= (*2£A£|, *2V')(¿,

1)(1, (hEiyl)(hl1.

which is of the required form gE(3, l)g!,

¿2)

with G£ = GEHEl and G7 =

(777', (HEiyxG22).

Step 3 (the general case k>2). The proof is by induction on k . Step 2 begins
the induction. Assume that the theorem is true for some integer k (> 2). If
g = (gx, ... , gk+x): Ci U ••• U Ck -» G/„C, we may write
g = (gx, ... , gk,l)(l,

As in Step 2 we obtain a factorization
g = (8k+l ' •■■' gk+l>((gk+l>

...,l,
E

gk+x).
I

g/t+1 = gk+xgkfx . Hence

g\ ' ■■■' (Sk+0

<?fc>1)(1» ••■ > 1 ><?jt+i')-

The first and third factors here are of the correct form. By the inductive hypothesis, the middle term may be written as p(ô, 1, ... , l)q , where p, q extend
to Exn-- -r¡Ek, Ixö---\Jlk respectively. But then p certainly extends to E,
and q extends to 7 by defining it to be 1 on Ik+X. So g may be written in
the correct form, and the theorem follows by induction.
G

5. The polar pseudo-action

of Uhlenbeck

Let C(r) denote the circle {k \ \k\ = r} in C U oo = S2, and let A(r) =
{y: C(r) -» GlnC | y smooth}. We shall apply the theory of §4 to the choice
of circles C, = C(e), C2 = C(l/e), where 0 < e < 1. These circles will
be oriented so that the interiors 7(e), 7(l/e) are neighborhoods of 0, oo (the
north and south poles), respectively. Let

A(£, 1/e) = A(e) x A(1/e) = AGlnCx AGlnC.
The subgroups A£, A^, A; of A(e, 1/e) are defined as in §4.
By Corollary 4.4, we have a pseudo-action of A7 on extended solutions. By
the extension of Proposition 2.4, this restricts to a pseudo-action of real elements of A¡ on real extended solutions. By Proposition 4.5, the pseudo-action
preserves the degree of extended solutions on S (or the energy of harmonic
maps of S ). This pseudo-action will be called the polar pseudo-action .
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Example 5.1. Let í> be an extended solution. Let g(k) = A e GlnC be a
constant loop. Then certainly g e A;, so we know by Corollary 4.4 that g • O
is an extended solution on a nonempty open subset of S .In fact we have

g. o = (<¡>g<t>-xyEx<i>
= (g®-xyEx as o(z) € a;
= (A<&~XA~XA)~EX
= A~EA<$>A~Xas A®(z)A~x e A*E

= AOA~X.
Thus g • O is actually defined on the whole of S . For Example, let <P =
nj +knf as in example 1.2, where f: S -> GrA:(C") is a holomorphic map.
Assume g is real, i.e., A e Un . Then g-<t>= nAr+knA,, which is the extended
solution associated to the holomorphic map Af. So we see that on real extended
solutions the polar pseudo-action (in contrast to the Birkhoff pseudo-action) is

definitely not trivial.
The polar pseudo-action is closely related to an operation introduced by Uhlenbeck in [Uh], as we shall now explain. Since we are considering only g e A{
and <P(z) e A*E,the formula for the pseudo-action simplifies (as in Example
5.1) to
g.<b = (g<b-xyEx = igQ-l)Iq>g-1.

Hence it would be possible to define the pseudo-action by #•<!>= Az<Pg-1,where
h is that unique element of A, (if such an element exists) with the property
that h<$>g~xis A£-valued. The procedure of [Uh] is essentially this, restricted
to "meromorphic" functions. The singularities are now only poles and zeros of
a matrix-valued function, and one has the picturesque analytical interpretation
that " h introduces singularities on the left, and g~ takes them off again on
the right".
We shall now give a useful characterization of the pseudo-action of A;.
Since the action of any g e AE on an extended solution <i> is given simply
by right multiplication by g~x (as g • O = (OgO"l)El® = 0>g~X), this will
allow us to deal with the pseudo-action of any g e A£A7. Before stating
the characterization, we shall need a simple property of solutions of the linear
equations

Z-<DO"' = {(l-

l/k)A,

Z-0<D_1 = \(l-k)B.

(This property was hinted at in Remark 1 of §1.)
Lemma 5.2. Let A, B : D -+ glnC be smooth functions. Let U be a nonempty

open subset of C*. Let O: D x U -►GlnC, (z, k) i-> 0(z)(A) be a smooth
function which satisfies the above linear equations. Assume further that <P is

based, i.e., <P(*)(k)= I for all k e U. Then O is the restriction (to U) of
a based extended solution. (Recall from Remark 1 o/§l that a based extended
solution may be considered as defined for all k e C*.)
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Proof. The proof is contained essentially in the proof of Proposition 1.1, so we
sketch it briefly, using the notation of that proposition. First, the linear equations imply that dcox - 2-[coxAcox]= 0 as in 1.1, where cox= (1 - l/k)Adz/2 +
(1 - k)Bdz/2. Hence, for each k e C*, cox= dG>xQ>xxfor some function 0¿
with Oa(*) = 7. Since 0¿ is unique, we necessarily have Oa(z) = <&(z)(k) for

all keU.

G

Theorem 5.3. Let O be a based extended solution.
(1) Let T: D -> A7 be such that TO satisfies the linear equations, for k
in some nonempty open subset of the Riemann sphere. Let g = T(*)

(e Aj). Then g • O is definedfor all z e D, and is equal to TOg~ .
(2) Conversely, let g e A{, and assume that g • O ¿s defined for all z e D.
Then g = T(*) for some function T: D —►
A7 such that TO satisfies
the linear equations (on a nonempty open subset of the Riemann sphere).
Proof. ( 1) Since multiplication on the right does not alter the property of being
a solution of the linear equations, the map TOg-1 is also a solution. By
construction, it is based. Hence by Lemma 5.2, TOg-1 extends to a based
extended solution, i.e., it is A£-valued. Now, by the earlier remarks, if g • O
exists then it is of the form AOg~ , and A is uniquely determined by the
properties that (a) A is A7-valued, and (b) AOg-1 is A£-valued. Since A = T
satisfies (a) and (b), we are done.
(2) We have g • O = TOg-1 for some function T: D -* A7. Since g ■O is
based, evaluation at z = * gives 7 = T(*)g~ , i.e., g = T(*). Since TOgis an extended solution, TO satisfies the linear equations. G
Hence the (rather inaccesible) problem of deciding when T(*) • O is defined
has been converted into the (more appealing) problem of deciding when TO
satisfies the linear equations.
A natural class of examples is provided by functions T which are "rational"
in k. The criterion of Theorem 5.3 can be expressed in terms of the residues
and singular values of T. To make this precise, let T be a gl^C-valued rational
function on D in the sense that for each z e D, each component of T(z) is
a rational function in k. We shall call T a G/nC-valued rational function if
in addition (a) O has poles at the singular points bx, ... , bk of O-1, (b) O
has singular points at the poles a,, ... , a¡ of O- , where a¡ ^ b¿ for all i, j ,
and (c) T(A) € GlnC for all k^ a¿, b-. (A singular point means a point where
the determinant is zero.)
Theorem 5.4. Let O be a based extended solution. Let T: (z, k) i->x¥(z)(k) be
a GlnC-valued rational function in the above sense. Assume that T(z)(l) = 7
for all z e D. Then TO satisfies the linear equations if and only if the singular
points ax, ... , a¡ and the poles bx, ... ,bk of T are independent of z and the
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following 2k + 21 equations are satisfied:

T(a,)(Z - i(l - l/a/)^)Res(T-1,

Res(T, bt)(Z - 1(1 - l/bJAyr1^)

at) = 0,

= 0,

T(a,.)(Z - ¿(1 - a.)7?)Res(T-1, at) - 0,

ResiT.Ô^Z-^l-è^T-^è^O
(i'= 1,... ,/, j=l,...,k).
Proof. We have
Z • (TO)(TO)-1 = T[±(l - (1/A))^]T_1 + Z • TT-1.
Since Z • TT-1 = Z - TZT-1 (see §1 and also [Gu2]), this simplifies to
Z - T[Z - i(l - (1/A))^]T_1. Similarly we have Z • (TO)(TO)-1 = Z T[Z-i(l-A)5]T_1.
If the poles and singular points of T are independent of z, and if the 2k+21
equations are satisfied, then we see that Z • (TO)(TO)-1 is meromorphic in k
with a simple pole at 0 and with possible poles at the points a¡, b,. However,
the first Ac+ / equations say precisely that the residues at the points ai, b- are

all zero. Hence Z-(TO)(TO)-1 is of the form (l/k)S+T. Since T(z)(l) = 7
for all z , Z • (TO)(TO)-1 is zero when k = 1, so we have T = -S. Similarly

we find Z • (TO)(TO)-1 is of the form kU + V with V = -U. Hence TO
satisfies the linear equations.
Conversely, assume that TO satisfies the linear equations. Then the map
TO(TO)(*)-1 is a based extended solution. Since the poles of O and of
TO(*)-1 are independent of z, so are those of T. The singular points are
independent of z for a similar reason. The 2k + 21 equations now follow
from the calculation in the first paragraph above. G

In the real case one has k = I and b¡ = l/aj (after reordering the indices if
necessary), and

Res(T, bt) = -b) Res(T-1, 1/5/ ,

T(l//3;.) = T-1(/3¿)*.

Hence the 4k equations reduce to the following system of 2ac equations:

T(1/5,.)(Z - \(l - /5;.^)Res(T-1, 1/5,.)= 0,
Res(T, Aj.)(Z- i(l - l/bt)Ayr\bi)

= 0.

As an example, take T of the form

(which we shall abbreviate to T = (7 - P) + ÇP), where a, b are complex
numbers and P(z) is a projection matrix for all z (i.e., P = P). If a, b jí
0,oo, then T(z) e A, and T(z)(l) = 7. Note that T-1 = (I - P) + t;~xP.
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The condition that TO be an extended solution is therefore equivalent to

(I-P)(Z-\(l-l/a)A)P
= Q,
P(Z-\(l-l/b)A)(I-P)
= Q,
(I-P)(Z-2-(l-a)B)P
= Q,
P(Z - {-(I- b)B)(I - P) = 0.
(These equations arise also in the context of the "Riemann problem with zeros"
in §5 of [ZM], and in the context of Backhand transformations in §6 of [Uh].)

Now, T = (7 - P) + £P is real if and only if P* = P and a=l/b.
case we may write P

In this

for 7 - P, and TO satisfies the linear equations if and

only if

PL(Z - \(\ - b)A)P = 0,

P(Z - \(l - l/b)A)Px = 0.

Example 5.5 (cf. Theorem 5.3 of [Uh]). Let O be a real based extended solu-

tion. Let g(k) = n^+ti(k)nv , where {(A) = ((k-a)/(k- l/a))((l - l/a)/(l -a))
as above. Let T(A) = n^{a)V+ ^(k)n^{a)V. Thus, T(*)(A) = g(k). We can deduce from Theorem 5.3 that g • O = TOg-1
linear equations

if we show that TO satisfies the

nÍ(a)v(Z - iO - l/flM)**(a)i/= o,
n<i>(a)v(Z
- W - Ü)Á)nÍ(a)V= °To do this, we use the elementary fact that n9(a)V = <b(a)nvX = X'nv<&(a)*
and nLa,v = O(a)- *nvY = Y'nv<S>(a)~ , where X, X', Y, Y' are matrix
valued functions (of z ). (For example, the first of these is proved by observing
that ^(a)~Xn(p,a)V has image V, hence it may be written in the form nvX.)
Thus

nÍ(a)víz - ï({ - l/a)A]n9{a)V

= *Í{a)vl-^1 - l/a)AQia) + ZQ>(a)]nvX
= nÍ(a)V^a)ZnVX
(as ZO(a) - Z-0(a)+0(a)Z

= {-(1-1/a) AQ>(a)+<&(a)Z).This is Y'nyZnvX,

which is zero as Znv = Z ■nv + nvZ = nvZ . Similarly,

n<Ha)v(Z- ii1 - a)A)nÍ(a)V= nQ(a)V(*>(l/Ü)Z7lVY
= X'^vZnÍY = °In fact the formula g • O = TOg-1 holds whether or not the extended
solution O is based (Theorem 5.3 of [Uh]), although this does not follow from
Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 above.
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We conclude with a brief remark on possible generalizations. The most general A/-valued function may be written T = (T0, T^), where T0: D x 7(e) -*
GlnC and T^: D x /(1/e) -» GlnC. If TO satisfies the linear equations
where it is defined (i.e., in neighborhoods of the circles C(e), C(l/e) ), then
so do T0O and T^O. If T0, T^ extend to A,-valued functions, for ex2
¡/0, T
T^ are rational Gl
GlniC-valued functions on S with no poles
ample, if Tn,
or singularities at 0, oo, then T0OT0(*)and TooOToo(*)- are based extended solutions. They necessarily agree with the based extended solution
(T0, Too)O(T0(*), Too(*))-1, since all three are holomorphic on C* and agree
on some open sets. So in this case nothing new is obtained by considering
(T0, T^) •O rather than T0 •O or T^ •O. It remains, however, to investigate
the condition " TO satisfies the linear equations" in the case where T is not
given by GlnC-valued rational functions.

6. Completion
2

The limitations of the dressing pseudo-action for harmonic maps S —>Un
are illustrated by the fact that energy is preserved (Theorem 4.5). For it is known
[At] that the space of basepoint preserving holomorphic maps S —>QUn of
fixed degree is a finite-dimensional (noncompact) complex manifold, hence, by
Propositions 1.1 and 1.3, the space of harmonic maps S -» Un of fixed energy
is contained in a finite-dimensional space. Thus, the orbits of the pseudoaction on harmonic maps S -* Un are necessarily finite dimensional. This
"collapsing" of the pseudo-action suggests that the loop groop is too cumbersome
an object to be of much use in the description of the space of harmonic maps.
However, the inherently discontinuous nature of the pseudo-action gives rise to
the possibility of "completion", by means of which an orbit may be enlarged,
as we shall now explain.
We shall consider in this section only the polar pseudo-action of §5. Let {gt}
be a curve in A; and let O be an extended solution. If lim(^0 gt = g but
lim.^0 gt ■O ^ g • O, then the extended solution O = lim(_^0gt • O is not, a

priori, obtained by applying a dressing transformation to O. We shall refer to
the procedure of obtaining O from O as completion.

Example 6.1 (cf. §12 of [Uh]). Let
g(k) = nv+cl(k)nv = nv + {À_ l/a){l _ a^v

as in Example 5.5. If a^O,
a

n,*.

g.O = TOg

-i

,

t_

oo, then g e A¡. By 5.5 we have
mi, »n

i

(k-a)(l

where T(z)(A) = n^)la)V +^_

Let us assume that lima^0<b(z)(a)V
z . Then we have

-1/2)

^_)(1 f ^^y

(= q(z), say) exists in Grfc(C") for all

lim g ■0(¿) = (nx + knq)<t>(k)
Uy + jnv
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whereas

lims) •O(A)= (4 + knv) ■O(A)= O(A)Uy + jnv\
i

since nv + knv is in A£ . Hence the completion procedure potentially yields
a "new" extended solution O(A) = (nq + knq)<b(k)(ny + (l/k)nv).

Example 6.2. As a concrete case of 6.1, let us take the extended solution O to
be 0(z)(A) = nj,z, +kns.,, where /: S2 -> Gr¿.(C") is a holomorphic map (as
in §1). We have to find lima^0O(z)(a)F . It is easy to see that the limit exists
in the following two cases:

(a) If V ç f(z) for all z, then limfl^0O(z)(iz)F = V.
(b) If K n f(z) = {0} for all z , then lima^0O(z)(a)F = nj{z)V.
(If (a) or (b) does not hold, the limit does not exist; see Lemma 6.3 below.) In
the first case we obtain O = O, but in the second case we obtain

O(A)= (nq+knq)(nj+knf)

Uy + jnv\ ,

where q = ni~V. Now, q(z) and f(z) are orthogonal, and q@f = njv@f

=

nyf® V, so this expression simplifies to

4>(k)= n^f + kn4f.
It may be verified directly that O is an extended solution in this case; in fact
the map z h->nyf(z) is obviously a holomorphic map from S to Grfc(C ).
A first generalization of 6.2 is obtained on replacing O(A) = Uj- + kn^ by
any extended solution of the form O(A) = AQ+ kAx-\-hkrAr
(with Ai■:D -*
0lnC ). As in Example 6.1, one must compute lima^0Q>(a)V . This limit exists
(in Grfc(C")) if and only if the set {lima_^0O(a)(Cu) | v e V} is a Ac-plane.
Whether this is so may be determined from the next lemma.

Lemma 6.3. Let V be a subspace of Cn, and let AQ, Ax, ... , Ar e QlnC Put
A = A0 + aAx H-h

arAr. Then

llimA(Cv) | v e v\ = AQVö Ax(KerA0n V) ö ■■■UAr i f|KerJ;n
Hence lima^0AV

v) .

is a subspace if and only if one term in this union contains

all the other terms.
Proof Let v e V. If A¡v = 0 for all i, then lima^0^(Cü) = {0} for all
i and there is no contribution to the limit. So let us assume that for some
5 g {0, 1, ... , r}, one has Atv = 0 for 0 < / < s and As+Xv ^ 0. Then
lima^0A(Cv) = lima^0(ai+1^+1 + • ■• + arAr)(Cv) = As+x(Cv). The contribu-

tion to the limit from all such v is therefore ^í+1(rií=o K.er^4(n V).

G
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The case r = 1 of this lemma was used in Example 6.2. Further applications

of it will be postponed to §7.
A second generalization is obtained on replacing g = nv + Çnv by a product
g = gr ■• • g\ = inv +<vJV) ' ' ' (nv +<m7V ) • Uhlenbeck observed (see Theorem
5.4 of [Uh]) that any g e A¡ which is a real G/^C-valued rational function
may be factored in this way. (The argument is by induction on the number of
poles and singularities.) For any extended solution O, g • O = (gr ■■■gx) • O
exists for all z e D, since the result of successively applying each gi does.
Hence we may consider the limit as each a¡■-* 0. Let us introduce the notation

a,. = (a,,...,

a¡) and
V,{*t) = Viial,...,ai)

= igi_l-gl)-<iriai)Vt

(for i = 1 this is taken to mean Vx(ax) = 0(a, )VX). Then we have (by Example

5.5):
(gr ■■■gi) ■* = (*Ï?W + ir*Kr(^)) (^-l

■■■gl)-^>(\+

ÇXTlv)

• 0(7^ +Ç~lnVi) ■■■(n^ + ÇXnv).
Assume now that the limits lima ^0 Fj(a.) = Vi exist for all i. Then

Xxm(gr...gx)-<$>(k)
= (4+kn~)\
r
*r

a,—»0

lim(gr_.x---gx)-<S>(k))(ny+ (l/k)nv)
I

y *,-_i—*0

= (n~ +kn~)■ ■■(n~ +kn~)
.<t>(k)(nVi+(l/k)nVi)---(n-Vr

+ (l/k)nv).

Here, V( may be obtained inductively as follows:

Vt= limVi(ai) = lim(gi_x---gx).<S>(ai)Vi
a •—>0

a —>0

= bmgi_x-(gi_2---gx-<S>)(ai)Vi
= iiií1o(7rÍ,('',-,)+^-'(a')^-,(a,_1))(^-2''^i)
■*(a/)(«^_i
=

+íi_1(aí)-1jrKí_i)^

limn(^,+a7rK

a;_2,a—>0

i-i

Kf-i

)(^-2---^)-°(a)(7rK

/-i

+(!/*)%

i-i

)*j

(here we are using the fact that <!;,•_
i(a(.) = a, - 2,.] + o(ai, at_x) ).
The previous paragraph applies to any extended solution O. In the particular
case of O(A) = n, +kn,, we can obtain an explicit result (Theorem 6.5 below).
In doing so we shall make use of the following elementary fact (which was used
already in Example 6.2):
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Lemma 6.4. Let A, B be any two subspaces of C". Then

(*¿* +^í)(*Í

+ ^)(*í

+ (!/¿K)

= n^A+knn,A.

Proof. This is equivalent to the statement nAB @A = nBA® B (which is true
because both sides are equal to the span of A and B ). G

Theorem 6.5. Assume that the subspaces Vx, ... ,Vr satisfy the conditions Vi+Xn
nx---nv-¡f(z) = {0}, i = 0, l,...,r-l.
Then
lim gr(k) ■■■gx(A)• (nj + knf) = n^ + knw,

where W = nv ■■-nvf.
Proof. Let Wi = nv---nrf
assertions

(and W0 = f).

(I.)

We shall prove inductively the

Vi+x=nwVl+x,

(II,.)

Jim
gt(k)■■■gx(k) ■(nf + knf) = nw¡+ knw¡.
a,—0

To start the induction, (II0) is trivially true and (I0) is true by Example 6.1.
For the inductive step, assume (I,.) and (II,.).
To prove (Ii+1), we have
Vi+2= Hm Vi+2iai+2)
a|+2—>u

= lim (n~
a , a—*0

f'+i

+an~

/+i

)(gr--gx)-(n)

J

+ anf)(ny+(l/a)nv)Vi2
'+'

'+1

by the discussion above. Now, Vi+X= nwVi+x by (I(.), and lim^^g,.

•(nj+anf)
we find

= n^+knw

•• ■gx)

by (II,.). Applying Lemma 6.4 with A = Wi, B = Vi+X

ïi+2 = l™(nï±A + an„±A)Vi+2

by the same argument as in Example 6.2 (i.e., by the case r = 1 of Lemma

6.3).
To prove (II,-+1) we have

lim gi+x(k)---gx(k)-(nf;+knf)

ai+i—*u

= (n~

+kn~

)(limgi(k)---gx(k)-(nj/:+knf))(ny

= (n~i'+l +kn~ i'+l )(nw+knw)(ny
'
/

i+l

+(l/k)nv

[+1

)

+(l/k)nv

)
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on using (II,.). By (I,.), Vi+X= n^Vi+x. So by Lemma 6.4 we obtain finally
ni,"i+i + knw
"i+i . This completes the inductive step. G
Although the conditions on Vx, ... ,Vr appear rather stringent, this theorem covers all cases. For, if the limit exists, and the conditions hold for
i = I,..., j - I ,-we must have either Vj+Xn nv ■• • nyf(z) = {0} or V.+1ç

Ky ■■■
nyf(z),

and in the latter case we obtain Vj+X= Vj+X.

7. Relations

with known results

on harmonic

maps

Harmonic maps from S to U have been classified (see [Se, Uh, Va, Wo])
in a sense that will now be described. First, one has the procedure of "adding
a uniton":

Theorem 7.1 [Uh, Theorem 12.1]. Let O be a real extended solution. Let
f: S —>Gr^C") be a (not necessarily holomorphic) map, and define T(z)(A) =
n~f(z)+ ^nf(z.)• Then TO is an extended solution if and only if the equations
nr An, = 0,

Jtf(Z - \A)n,

= 0

are satisfied, where A is the result of evaluating Z • OO-

at k = -1.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.4. G
This can be used to obtain the classification theorem for real extended solutions on S :

Theorem 7.2 [Uh, Theorem 14.6; Va, Corollaries 7, i; Se]. Let O be a real extended solution on S . Then there exists a loop g eQUn and maps fx, ... , fk
with f: S2 -* Grfe(Cn), where k < n - 1, such that

(1) <S>(k)
= (nj+knf)---(n^+knr)g(k).
Jfc
Jk
J\
J\

(2) If 0,.(A) denotes (nj + knj-)---(n^ + kn^)g(k), then O,. is obtained
from 0,_! by adding a uniton. G
This may be interpreted as saying that a general harmonic map (¡>is constructed from holomorphic data, since (a) the first map /, : S2 —►
Gr¿. (C") is

necessarily holomorphic (as nj +kn¿- is an extended solution, cf. §1), and (b)
the second of the equations for adding a uniton in Theorem 7.1 says that / is
holomorphic with respect to the complex structure whose d-operator is Z + \A.
A more explicit version of this reduction to holomorphic data has been given

by Wood [Wo].
In this section we shall comment on the relevance of the polar pseudo-action
to Theorems 7.1 and 7.2. The underlying problem, as we understand it, is
whether the pseudo-action is of any importance in describing the "moduli space"
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of harmonie maps. Uhlenbeck made the interesting suggestion (§12 of [Uh])
that adding a uniton should arise through the completion process described in
§6, i.e., as a limit of the pseudo-action. Some evidence for this is provided by
the fact that the equations for adding a uniton (see Theorem 7.1) arise by taking
the limit as a —>0 of the pseudo-action equations

nfiZ - \(\ - l/a)A)nf = 0,

nf(Z - \(l - a)A)n) = 0

(see Theorem 5.4 and the following discussion). Example 6.1 appears to illustrate this, as it seems to show that n^ +kn is "added" to the extended solution
O. However, this addition is an illusion. For example, let O(A) = rci + knf
(Example 6.2). Then q(z) is either V or 7iiz) F , and so (nq+kn

)(nj~+kn,)

is either (nf + knf)(nv + knv) or (nn±, + knn^f)(nv + knv). In each case,
the second factor is just a constant loop, and nothing is actually "added". More
generally:

Lemma 7.3. Let O be an extended solution of the form

0(z)(A) = ¿AU,.(z).
i=-k

Let g e Aj, and assume that g • O exists for all z. Then g • O is of the form

g-<¡>iz)ik)= YJi=_kkiBiiz). G
Proof. By §5 we have g • O = TOg" , where T is A7-valued (for each z).
Since T, g~ are holomorphic and G/„C-valued at A = 0, oo , it follows that
the poles of g ■O at 0 and oo have order less than or equal to those of O. G
Proposition 7.4. Consider the real extended solution O(A) = n, + knf, where

f: S2 —►
Gr^C") is a nonconstant holomorphic map. Then the completion
procedure never gives rise to a constant extended solution O(A) = h(k), h e QUn.
Conversely, starting with a constant extended solution O = h, it is impossible to
produce by completion an extended solution of the form O(A) = n, +knf, where
f is a nonconstant holomorphic map.

Proof. Let {gt} be a family of elements of A{. By Lemma 7.3, gt(k)-(n^+kn f)
is necessarily of the form n, +kn^ (the lemma may be applied both to gt and
to g~x ). Since the action preserves energy, {f} is a family of nonconstant
holomorphic maps into a Grassmannian. Such a family of holomorphic maps
can never have a constant map as a limit. The converse is trivial, as gt • h is
always independent of z . G
It is clear that the pseudo-action by a family of elements of AE is equally
useless (in passing between n<- + kn, and h ), although we have not ruled
out the possibility that some more general completion procedure, perhaps by a
family not contained in A£A7, might work.
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Now we shall obtain more detailed information in the case of harmonic maps
from S2 to CP". In this situation, harmonic maps (and the corresponding extended solutions) have a straightforward explicit description in terms of holo2
n
morphic maps. Indeed, any harmonic map /: S -> CP is known to be of the
form f(z) = g^z)-1 n gi+l(z), where gt: S2 -> Gr,+1(C"+1) denotes the ith
2
j.
"associated curve" of some holomorphic map g : S —>CP . (In this situation,
both g¡ and gi+x are holomorphic maps.) It is easy to verify that an extended
solution corresponding to the harmonic map / is
(n^ + kn )(7r

+A7T

),

which we shall denote simply by (ti, + A7i,)(7r¡+1
+ kni+x) in order to simplify
notation. In [Gul] this description of harmonic maps S -> CPn was cast
in a more algebraic form by noting that g, may be expressed as Pcf)i, where
0,: S2 -> Gr.^C*"1"1) is given by the orbit of the space spanned by the first
i + 1 weight vectors of the standard irreducible representation SNk of SU2,
and where P is some (possibly singular) (N + 1) x (N + 1) matrix. Thus, a
harmonic map f = (P(f>¡) n(7>(75,,) is specified by three pieces of information:
an irreducible representation of SU2, an integer i, and a matrix P.
Although one cannot hope to describe the set of harmonic maps aS —►
CP
as the result of "completing" a single orbit of the polar pseudo-action, it is
nevertheless of interest to see what operations on such harmonic maps do in
fact arise from the completion procedure. To answer this, we shall begin with
an example (the promised application of Lemma 6.3).

Example 7.5. We shall compute

limg- (nf + knt)(nf+x+ kni+x),
where g = n\, + £,nv as in §6. We obtain

(n~ + kn~)(nf + kn¡)(nf+x+ kni+x)(ny+ (l/k)nv),
where V = lima^0(nf+ ani)(nf+x+ani+x)V.

Applying Lemma 6.3 with AQ=

nf+x, Ax = nfni+x, and A2 = nt, we find three cases. (Note that, since the
images of AQ, Ax, A2 are orthogonal here, the limit exists if and only if two of
the terms in the union in Lemma 6.3 are zero.)
Case 1. AQV = yi,(Ker^0 n V) = {0}. The conditions are equivalent to V ç
gj(z) for all z, and one finds V = V. Hence the new extended solution is
equal to the one we started with.

Case 2. AQV= ^2(Ker^40 n Ker^, n V) = {0} . The conditions are equivalent
to V ç gl+x(z), V n gi(z) = {0}, and so V = nfv. Since V ç gi+x(z), nv
commutes with jr.,,. Hence, on applying Lemma 6.4 with A = gfz), B = V ,
we find the new extended solution to be

(*itg,+**x$gi)inf+l+ütM).
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Case 3. Ax(YjtrAQr\V) = ^2(Ker^0 n Ker^, r\V) = {0} . The conditions are
equivalent to F n gi+x(z) = {0} , and so V = jr/+, V. Since nn±. v commutes
with 7T,, we may apply Lemma 6.4 with A = gi+x(z), B = V to rewrite the
new extended solution as

(nf+knt)(n^

+Ajt-l

).

Now, the new extended solutions produced in Cases 2 and 3 do not in general
correspond to harmonic maps into CP" . If we impose on V the additional
restriction that the extended solutions do correspond to maps into CP" , then
the extended solutions are necessarily of the form (P±-P)iQ±-Q)
at A = -1,
where P, Q are projection matrices with PQ = QP and rankß = rankP+ 1.
In Case 2 this forces the dimension of V to be zero or one, since V®gi ç gj+x.
If dim V = 1, then V ® g¡ = gi+x, hence Zgi+X ç Zgi c gi+x, i.e., gi+x is
antiholomorphic. But gi+x is also holomorphic, hence constant. This forces
g, to have degree zero, hence g, is constant too, which (by definition of g¡. , )
gives gi+x = gt:, a contradiction. Hence V = {0}. In Case 3 we must have
gj Q nvgi+\ >hence g((z) ç V1 and gf = nvgi.
To summarize, we have shown that the operations on harmonic maps aS —►
CP" produced by the completion procedure O i->lima_>0g-O are precisely the
operations

f = gfn gl+xr—♦iiiyg^ n (nygi+x),
where V is any subspace of C"+1 with g,(z) ç V1 and Vr\gi+X(z) = {0} for
all zeS2.
We can go further and investigate the operations on harmonic maps >S —►
CP" produced by the completion procedure O h->lima _,0 gr ■■■gx ■O. A calculation analogous to that in Theorem 6.5 shows that these operations are simply
the result of repeating operations of the type obtained in Example 7.5.
Examples 6.2 and 7.5 suggest a modification of the completion procedure
of §6, in which we take a curve {gt} in A; and consider lim^Q,^ • O as
before, but in which we allow lim,^ g( ■O to have a finite number of removable singularities. We obtain a "new" extended solution by removing these
singularities. For example, we may modify 6.2 by taking a holomorphic map
/: aS2-» Grfc(C") and a subspace V ç C" such that V n f(z) = {0} except
at z = zx, ... , zr. By (ordinary) completion we obtain the holomorphic map
_L
2
nvf on S - {zx, ... , zr} . The singularities zx,...,
zr are removable, and
the result of removing them gives a holomorphic map S -* Grí.(C") which
in general will have lower energy (equivalently, lower degree) than /. By a
suitable choice of V, the energy may be reduced to zero:
Lemma 7.6. Let g: S2 —>Grfc(C") be holomorphic. Then there exists an (n-k)dimensional subspace V of C" such that V n g(z) = {0} for all but a finite
number of values of z. (Hence nvg defines a constant map into Grfc(C").)
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Proof. Fix some z0 G S2 and let V = g(z0)1. We claim that nyg(z) has
dimension k for all but a finite number of values of z (which implies the
required property of V). First, dim nvg(z) = k for all z in a neighborhood
of z0 , by lower semicontinuity of dim nvg. But then this equation must hold
for all but a finite number of z , by holomorphicity of nvg . 0
Extending this, we have

Theorem 7.7. By applying the modified completion procedure twice, any harmonic map S2 -> CP" may be reduced to a constant map.
Proof. Consider the extended solution

4>(k)= (nf + knt)(nf+x+ kni+x)
corresponding to a harmonic map S —<•
CP". By Example 7.5, Case 3, we have

lim g -O(A)= (nf + l*t)(*îygM +1*4tM ),
where g(k) = n\, + £,nv. By Lemma 7.6 we may choose an (ai - i - 1)dimensional subspace V so that nvgi+x is a constant subspace U (and V n
gi+\(z) = {0} f°r au but a finite number of values of z ). We obtain an extended solution of the form (jr,. + Art,)(at^ + knv). The process may now be
repeated with ni + kn¡. G
We have primarily been discussing maps from S
but the following problem now suggests itself:

into CP" in this section,

Problem. Can any extended solution be reduced to a constant solution by repeated application of the modified completion procedure?
The method of 7.6, 7.7 applies directly to extended solutions of the form
(n, + knf )(jTy + knf ), where fx, f2 are holomorphic maps into Grassman-

nians and fx(z) ç f2(z) for all z e S . In particular, the isotropic harmonic
maps into Grassmannians constructed by Erdem and Wood [EW] correspond
to extended solutions of this form, and hence may be reduced to constant maps
by applying the modified completion procedure twice. On the other hand, this
method does not extend directly to general 2-unitons, as n f +kn f is not usually
itself an extended solution.
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